Nuclear Motion in the Intramolecular Dihydrogen-Bound Regime of an Aminoborane Complex.
The 1,3-diaza-2,4-diborobutane (NBNB) molecule serves as the smallest model complex of an intramolecular "dihydrogen bond," which involves a nominally hydrogen-bonding interaction between amine and borane hydrogen atoms. In the present study, the role of this dihydrogen bond in influencing the inherent molecular dynamics of NBNB is investigated computationally with ab initio molecular dynamics and path integral molecular dynamics techniques, as well as vibrational spectra analysis and static quantum chemistry computations. These simulations indicate that the dihydrogen-bonding interaction impacts both the high- and low-frequency motions of the molecule, with the dominant motions involving low-frequency backbone isomerization and terminal amine rotation. Geometric isotope effects were found to be modest. The analysis also addresses the paradoxical fostering of amine rotation via a relatively strong dihydrogen bond interaction. Electrostatic and geometric factors most directly explain this effect, and although some orbital evidence was found for a small covalent component of this interaction, the dynamics and electronic structure suggest that electrostatic contributions are the controlling factors for molecular motion in NBNB.